Agenda Item 1.4: Air traffic management (ATM)

Follow up of the Implementation of UN741 and UN866 as unidirectional routes.
(Presented by Brazil)

SUMMARY
This paper presents the Follow up of the Implementation of UN741 and UN866 as unidirectional routes. Besides that, it will be necessary to encourage the pilot to fill up the flight plan correctly.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The implementation of UN741 and UN866 as unidirectional routes was effected on July 05, 2007 and all the related documentation was published by the States involved.

1.2 In the transition day the operation occurred normally without traffic incident.

2. DISCUSSION

2.1 Since we implemented UN741 and UN866 as unidirectional routes, we have followed the operation in Atlantic ACC to evaluate the safety. The problem occurs when the pilot make an airway deviation without contact with the air traffic controller. In this case, it’s possible that the aircraft violate the minimum separation rules.

2.2 Another problem observed, is filling out the flight plan wrong. Some airlines is making a mistake when use the airways mentioned. They're proposing flight at wrong way. Follow some examples:
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2.3. The last problem observed is our communication with aircraft. Sometimes, it’s very difficult to establish communication with pilots using HF due to the difficult of propagation in atmosphere.

3. **ACTION BY THE MEETING**

3.1 The SAT/14 Meeting is invited to:

   a) discuss the convenience to adopt only even flight level in UN741 and only odd flight level in UN866 when the communication is not good and the weather is bad;

   b) give knowledge to the airlines about the new flight level allocation scheme in the EUR/SAM corridor.

   c) discuss the opportunity to insert in the letter of agreement with Dakar and Atlantic the follow instruction:
When DAKAR and RECIFE ACC find a total or partial degradation of HF communication and/or weather conditions indicate it's necessary to make a significant deviations from airways UN741 and UN866, may apply, by mutual agreement, a special flight level allocation scheme, in order to use only even flight levels in UN 741 and only odd flight levels in UN 866. These measures aim to ensure the appropriate vertical separation for an aircraft that make deviation from its original course and may interfere with other in the opposite direction and at the same level in adjacent airway.